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First Ever BMFC iPod Shuffle Night 
On Saturday July 16th the Belconnen Magpies had their first ever iPod Shuffle night at the City Club 

kicking off with awards at 7:00pm. The night started fantastically with Steve Mahar doing a small spiel 

and presenting 200 game player Paul Raadts with the game ball. Paul then thanked everyone in a 

heartfelt speech which epitomized the big guy’s love for the game and the Magpies. 

 

Once the awards concluded the iPod shuffle countdown began with everyone having a song each and 

some having the chance to buy more than one in a last minute sale of remaining songs. The playlist had 

a bit of everything on it with old classics, ridiculous hits from the 90’s, newbies and some random’s 

thrown in however the feedback seemed great. Prizes were awarded for certain songs and as the beer 

flowed freely and the 50 pizza’s were destroyed the room was a buzz. 

 

Heading into the final two songs were Pat Delaney and Ben Sainsbury’s syndicate with Ben taking out 

proceedings with the song Sleepyhead by Passion Pit. Pat threw his hands to his head when he was 

second last song out but still took home a Club Lime membership for his efforts. Everyone enjoyed the 

night and the prizes along the way. The City Club were fantastic allowing us to use their speakers for 

presentations and music as well as providing us with our own room for the night. 

 

BMFC would like to thank Jo Foster, Katrina Gallway and Cameron Campbell for all their help on what 

was very successful iPod shuffle night and a great night had by all. Hopefully we can make this an 

annual event and get a few more numbers so the dance floor doesn’t consist of only Sam Power for the 

first 20 songs. 
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